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DIGITAL PERFORMANCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUan2NN_6Eo


Mapping live and Motion graphics

• The Komische Oper Berlin's
production of The Magic Flute, is
a deliciously absurd mixture of
silent film and live action
cartoon. Animation and live
performance

Using projection mapping onto street
furniture, the artis “Dandypunk” in
Alchemy of Light travels through various
fantastical worlds, interacting with strange
characters.



OMOTE by by NABUMICHI ASAI .

Omote is a Japanese word for
face, or a mask.

Face is considered as mirror that
reflects human soul, a separation
between Omote (exterior) and
Ura (interior), and in Nogaku,
Japan’s classical musical plays,
performers use Omtoe masks to
express multitude of dramatic
emotions.

This is a projection mapping
system combined with real-time
face tracking

https://vimeo.com/149727840


Lady GAGA, 2016

https://vimeo.com/202890096


La tecnologia negli spettacoli di Lepage aumenta 
l’umanità di una performance da vivo (Peter Brook)

Robert Lepage



“The survival of the art of theatre depends on its capacity to reinvent itself 
by embracing new tools and new languages. In a way, innovators in both 
arts and sciences walk on parallel paths: they have to keep their minds 
constantly open to new possibilities as their imagination is the best 
instrument to expand the limits of their fields.

WAGNER, THE RING+ Ouverture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_ssNfEXu_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4R_kcWP0_SE


VIDEO Jeux de cartes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1BjMehjCFc
http://www.aucirque.com/actus.php?num=17288




Les aguilles et l’opium







Motus-TWIN ROOMS (2000: Cinema/theatre?

A double film/ a show divided into two parts
Or a film and a play running parallel?

A research into interior space, into sounds, 
into fragments of existence consumed 
within rooms, hotel or motel rooms, 
anonymous and disturbing Rooms, 
intimate and interior spaces, inhabited by 
people on the move, without fixed home

http://www.motusonline.com/en/progetto/rooms/twin_rooms


MOTUS, TWIN ROOMS; (2001)



MOTUS

X-RACCONTRI CRUDELI DELLA 
GIOVINEZZA

ALEXIS- UNA 
TRAGEDIA GRECA



Motus, 

X (ics) racconti crudeli della giovinezza (2009)

• The project  includes 4 shows, a film and 
eclectic moments of performance.

• Urban settings and the suburbs provide the 
context for the theme of the youth condition , 
the time of passage and of "being between" for 
existential condition that Motus treates through 
theater, video installation, cartoon, short 
feature , the performance for pixels ...

• In every town of the tournée they shooted the 
suburbs.All  the images are become a movie



Dumb Type. "Voyage" the show and the 
videoinstallation

An unprecedented atmosphere of  opaque 
uncertainty surrounds us. If  you try to 
dismiss it, or paralyse your mind, it stays 
with you ,like a second skin of  anxiety and 
fear. You may feign unconcern, but you 
cannot stay disaffected for long, nor write it 
off  as someone else's problem or a distant 
event beyond the television (D.T)



Masbedo GLIMA, 2008, Video installation

A male and his female opponent face 
each other in a crueling fight without 
winners or losers, inseparably linked by a 
swarm of  black leather rope that prevents 
escape – like a deathtrap. 



Glima, Performance, 2010
The bodies of  the actors, their faces, 
every movement is captured by a 
small camera placed on a mechanical 
object. The images are projected on 
two screens; the two video artists 
MASBEDO managing them with a 
video mixer and a joystick that will 
control the movement of  the object 
on which the camera is positioned



Big art Group, Fliker and House of no more: TV or 
Theatre? Fiction or reality?

The director Caden Manson invented the 
integrated spectacle ‘Real-Time Film’, a 
hybrid of  film and theatre in which actors 
recombined formal ideas of  performance 
through the use of  simultaneous acting on 
stage and for live video using complex 
choreography, and live video framing.

https://vimeo.com/81407055


Katie Mitchell, the "live cinema" theatre
Acinematic-quality film is shot in real-time 
on stage in front of a theatre audience.

The pieces include elaborate film and stage 
sets with several detailed period rooms, as
well as a moving 1940's Chicago subway 
train brought to life through elaborate 
sound, lighting and in-camera effects.

https://vimeo.com/101517150


INTERACTION

Digital audio-video software
Controllers per le variazioni 
parametriche

• (

INTERACTIVE 
SENSORS

• DIGITAL 
CAMERA

• KINECT
DIGITAL 
VIDEO 

CAPTURE

Motion capture means the applying of 
a given gestural data, obtained via a 
sensor system, to the control of a 
given sound or video synthesis 
parameter. You have lot of 
parameter:movement in space, 
location on stage, direction, weight, 
muscle tension, , 



MOTION CAPTURE

SISTEMA 
ELETTROMECCANICO 

(DATASUIT)

SISTEMA OTTICO/

SENSORI  
BIOMETRICI O 
BIOMAGNETICI

24



Acquisizione del movimento Mocap e rappresentazione in 3D



Art+Com 
The jew of Malta (2005): 

Using tracking technology and 
gesture-based control, the system 
projected images onto the stage 

setting and costumes –



Motion tracking, KLAUS OBERMAIER, 2003
27

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjzzgoJRlag


MARCEL.LI ANTUNEZ ROCA-FURA DELS BAUS: 
THE POSTHUMAN THEATRE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJan5KPX050












Lev Manovich, Software culture
• What is media after software?

• I think of software as a layer that permeates all areas of contemporary
societies. If we want to understand contemporary techniques of
communication, representation, simulation, analysis, memory, vision,
writing, and interaction, our analysis can't be complete until we consider this
software layer.

• Which means that all disciplines which deal with contemporary society and
culture – architecture, design, art criticism, sociology, political science,
humanities, science and technology studies, and so on – need to account for
the role of software and its effects in whatever subjects they investigate.
(L.M.)



Software takes command (2013)
• Ecology of software
• Software is like various species within the common ecology— a shared

computer environment. Once “released,” they start interacting, mutating, and
making hybrids

• From multimedia culture...  
• Different media become compatible thanks to digital but at the same time, they 

could preserve their distinct identities. 

• ---To Media and Social software
• Cultural software includes software for accessing, creating, distributing,
• and managing (or” publishing”, “sharing”, and “remixing”) media content

• "Remediation" (Bolter & Grusin) 
• Older media remediate newer ones in an attempt to compete economically,

culturally, and aesthetically. But there is no competition between old and new
media; new media easily encompass the old



Manovich "Understanding Hybrid Media" (2007)

• "The hybrid revolution".
• Since the end of the 1990s, the new visual language of moving images has 

dominated global visual culture.  I believe that at least 80 percent of such 
sequences and films follow the aesthetics of hybridity. 

• The invisible revolution that took place in the second part of the 1990s can 
therefore be understood as the period of systematic hybridization between 
different software originally designed to be used by  professionalsworking in 
different media

• "Deep Remixability"
• The essence of the “hybrid revolution” lies in something else altogether. Let’s 

call it “deep remixability.” What gets remixed today is not only content from 
different media but also their fundamental techniques, working methods, and 
ways of representation and expression. United within the common software 
environment, cinematography, animation, computer animation, special 
effects, graphic design, and typography have come to form a new 
metamedium. 



Twin rooms, From theatre to a video installation

Close together, side by side.
Film-installation/theatre 
Two places, two expressive
forms put into contact,
compared: the two faces of
motus theatre.



Interactive stage includes:

• -Videomapping and Augmented Reality systems
• -Motion graphics
• -3D Animation
• -Interactive system
• Telematic spaces 
• Immersive technology



The beginning of "Software Theatre“:Art+Com 
The jew of Malta (2005): 

Using tracking technology and 
gesture-based control, the system 
projected images onto the stage 

setting and costumes –



Adrien B. Claire M. Cinematique, 
The heart is the software

eMotion is a software for creating interactions between graphical objects 
and real word information. It is based on a physical animation system and 
it aims at exploring how motion can convey emotion. 
Itis an editor that allows you to define a graphic world composed of  
objects in the shape of  points, lines, images, videos, and to define the way 
you will interact with them (sound, kinect, wiimote, leap motion, etc.).



Mapping live and Motion graphics

• The Komische Oper Berlin's 
production of The Magic Flute, a 
deliciously absurd mixture of silent 
film and live action cartoon. 
Animation and live performance

Using projection mapping onto street
furniture, a dandypunk travels through
various fantastical worlds, interacting with
strange characters and treacherous
landscapes, in the hope of unfolding the
secrets and learning the techniques from
the ancient book of "The Alchemy of Light".



Konic and the telematic performance
• NETWORKS, TELEMATIC PROJECTS 

AND DISTRIBUTED STAGE

• Kònic Thtr collaborates with
partners using broadband internet,
producing events that hybridize live
set, music, dance and new media

‘The things that cannot be touched’ is a
distributed performance between two
location, in which a performer in Barcelona,
a dancer in Eindhoven will be together with
the audience at the Park Theatre,
Eindhoven and Fabra i Coats, Barcelona.
The audience in each location was witness
this live encounter between the two
performers for that moment in which time
and space loose their significance. Motions,
music and streamed images entangled.



3D [Embodied]

• 3D [Embodied] is a mixed reality
performance involving a virtual
world as a platform to explore 3D
immersive spatial virtual and
physical displays. Combining real
time geometry perspective
transformation of the peripheral
projected space and skeleton
tracking from the dance performer,
3D [Embodied] experiences
spatial augmented reality. Both
video and audio rendering are
generated in real time.

• Concept / Interactive Design /
Video Design / Stage Design by
João Beira





• https://vimeo.com/
60972914

• Videomappin
• https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=xK
355QRPQpI

• https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=HB
5nJB9R8Qw

https://vimeo.com/60972914
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xK355QRPQpI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HB5nJB9R8Qw


Dandy Punk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M
XwJpKToEY
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